
Comments 

Email 8/10/2019 
How does "no waiting at any time" differ from the double yellow lines that are already in place in 
these areas? Does it mean delivery vehicles (amazon, DPD, Royal Mail, Asda, Morrisons etc) will 
not be able to wait while making deliveries? Without resident parking permits or visitor vouchers 
where else can they park? Does 'waiting' have a legal definition, e.g., 10 minutes? How can no 
waiting be enforced by CEO's given the temporary nature of this? Or have I misunderstood the 
intention of the Amendment Order? Please could someone call me to explain – thanks 
 

Email 11/10/2019 
I am writing to you regarding the proposal for the "no waiting at anytime" restrictions around the 
area I live in Chesham(amendment no. 1029). To be honest it seems that a lack of thought has 
gone into this idea & with it a complete waste of time & money if this is what's being suggested, I 
do hope whoever had this idea is questioned as to what they were thinking. The area already has 
badly painted yellow no parking lines which need to be re- thought in the current parking crisis. 
People have to park on the yellows of an evening as there's nowhere for residents to park, just by 
saying its "no waiting" is not going to make any difference. I have sent Councillor Mark Shaw 
numerous photos of certain "paradigm residents" parking on the grass verges at the end of our 
gardens along Victoria Road, the traffic wardens ignore these cars. Another paradigm resident had 
her own disabled bay marked on Victoria Road, why was this not put in the paradigm carpark? 
Another resident space lost to lack of planning & thought. A better option would be to either in 
increase the permit parking hours to 6am-10pm Mon-Sat or make them 24/7, its only after the 
current hours finish that parking problems arise. Resurfacing the roads & then marking parking 
bays would also ensure that people don't park so badly that they take 2/3 spaces up. Sending 
smaller refuse lorries that can make the right turns & not knock the neighbours gardens walls 
down would also benefit the streets! 
 

 


